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arranged in call number order

Tangled roots: the Appalachian Trail and American environmental politics.
Mittlefehldt, Sarah; Cronon, William.
Appalachian F106.M58 2013

Origins of the new South 1877-1913.
Woodward, C. Vann (Comer Vann), 1908-1999; Dew, Charles B.
F215.W66 2013

The new mind of the South.
Thompson, Tracy.
Appalachian F216.2.T46 2013

American environmental policy: beyond gridlock.
Klyza, Christopher McGrory; Sousa, David J.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, [2013]
GE180.K55 2013

The snail darter and the dam: how pork-barrel politics endangered a little fish and killed a river.
Plater, Zygmunt J. B., 1943-.
New Haven: Yale University Press, [2013]
GE180.P53 2013

The power of narrative in environmental networks.
Lejano, Raul P., 1961-; Ingram, Mrill; Ingram, Helen M.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, [2013]
GE195.L45 2013

American environmentalism: philosophy, history, and public policy.
Martinez, J. Michael (James Michael).
Boca Raton: CRC Press, a part of the Taylor & Francis Group, 2014.
GE197.M37 2014

As far as the eye can see: reflections of an appalachian trail hiker.
Brill, David, 1955-.
Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press 2013.
Appalachian GV199.A2 A68 B75 2013

The spirit of the Appalachian Trail: community, environment, and belief on a long-distance hiking path.
Bratton, Susan.
Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, c2012.
Appalachian GV199.42.A68 B73 2012

Things fall apart: from the crash of 2008 to the great slump.
Vasudevan, Ramaa.
Building the future: summary of four studies to develop the private sector, education, health care, and data for decisionmaking for the Kurdistan Region – Iraq.
Anthony, C. Ross; Hansen, Michael L.; Kumar, Krishna B.; Shatz, Howard J.; Vernez, Georges.
HC415.4.27 A58 2012

Employment, hours, and earnings, states and areas.
Lanham, MD: Bernan Press, 2005-
HD8064 .E47 2013

Global food futures: feeding the world in 2050.
Gardner, Brian, 1938-
HD9000.5 .G37 2013

Lifeblood: oil, freedom, and the forces of capital.
Huber, Matthew T.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, [2013]
HD9565 .H83 2013

Restoring U.S. leadership in nuclear energy: a national security imperative.
HD9698 .U55 2013

Levees and the National Flood Insurance Program: improving policies and practices.
HG9983.3 .L48 2013

The growth experiment revisited: why lower, simpler taxes really are America's best hope for recovery.
Lindsey, Lawrence.
New York: Basic Books, A Member of the Perseus Books Group, [2013]
HJ2381 .L56 2013

Myths and realities of crime and justice: what every American should know
Barkan, Steven E., 1951-; Bryjak, George J.
Burlington, Massachusetts: Jones & Bartlett Learning, [2014]
HV9950 .B3752 2014

The liberty amendments: restoring the American republic.
Levin, Mark R. (Mark Reed), 1957-
JK275 .L48 2013

Congressional pictorial directory- One hundred thirteenth Congress.
JK1012 .U55 2013

The articulate attorney: public speaking for lawyers.
Johnson, Brian K.; Hunter, Marsha.
K181 .J64 2013
Global features of constitutional law.
Venter, F.
K3165 .V46 2010

Legal aid lawyers and the quest for justice.
Newman, Daniel (Lawyer), author.
KD8358 .N49 2013

American law yearbook.
Detroit : Gale Research, c1999-
Reference KF154 .W472 2013

The great dissent : how Oliver Wendell Holmes changed his mind-- and changed the history of free speech in America.
Healy, Thomas.
KF224.A34 H43 2013

LSAT : Law School Admission Test.
Cutts, Jay; Mares, John F., 1956-
Reference KF285.Z9 C88 2013

The lawyer's guide to Microsoft Outlook 2013.
Schorr, Ben M.
Chicago, Illinois : ABA Law Practice Management Section, [2013]
KF320.A9 S36 2013

Taking the stand : my life in the law.
Dershowitz, Alan M.
KF373 .D47 2013

Regulating social media : legal and ethical considerations.
Drucker, Susan J.; Gumpert, Gary.
New York : Peter Lang, [2013]
KF390.5.C6 R44 2013

Padrick's RESPA, TILA, HOEPA, and ECOA in real estate transactions : with forms.
Clark, Carol V.
[Eagan, Minn.] : West, c2011-
KF681 .P33 2013-2014

Your living trust & estate plan : how to maximize your family's assets and protect your loved ones.
Platt, Harvey J.
KF755 .P535 2013

Managing environmental risk : real estate and business transactions.
Machlin, Jennifer L.; Young, Tomme R.
[Eagan, Minn.] : West, c2011-
KF1298 .M36 2013-2014
A claimants guide to understanding and presenting injury damages : a damages expert’s perspective.
Shahnasarian, Michael.
Chicago [Ill.] : American Bar Association, Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section, c2012.
KF1325.P3 S53 2012

Clean air act handbook : a practical guide to compliance.
New York, N.Y. : Clark Boardman Co., c1991-
KF3812 .C5 2013

A constitution for all times.
Karlan, Pamela S.
KF4550 .K37 2013

Constitutional law : model problems and outstanding answers.
Saunders, Kevin W.; Lawrence, Michael A.
Reserve KF4550.Z9 S26 2013

Defining the struggle : national organizing for racial justice, 1880-1915.
Carle, Susan D.
New York : Oxford University Press, [2013]
KF4757 .C37 2013

Chicago, IL : CCH, c2013.
KF6276.62013 .A44 2013 c.1-3

Top federal tax issues for ... CPE course.
Chicago, IL : CCH Inc., c2005-
KF6289.3 .C63 2014 c.1-3

United States master tax guide.
New York : Commerce Clearing House, [1934-]

Every landlord's tax deduction guide.
Fishman, Stephen.
Reference KF6377 .F571 2014

Every nonprofit's tax guide : how to keep your tax-exempt status & avoid IRS problems.
Fishman, Stephen.
Reference KF6449 .F43 2013

Tax savvy for small business.
Daily, Frederick W., 1942- ; Quinn, Jeffrey A.
[Berkeley, Calif.] : Nolo, [2014].
Reference KF6491 .D3517 2013

Deduct it! : lower your small business taxes.
Fishman, Stephen.
Reference KF6491.Z9 F571 2013
Taxation of jointly owned property.
Danforth, Robert T., 1957-  
Arlington, VA : Tax Management Inc., c2013-  
KF6571.A15 E8 #823-3rd

Disclaimers--federal estate, gift and generation-skipping tax considerations.
Cline, Christopher P., 1960-  
Arlington, VA : Tax Management, c2013-  
KF6571.A15 E8 #848-3rd

A mere machine : the Supreme Court, Congress, and American democracy.
Harvey, Anna L. (Anna Lil), 1966-  
New Haven : Yale University Press, [2013]  
KF8742 .H37 2013

Depositions : procedure, strategy and technique, 3d.
Lisnek, Paul Michael, 1958- ; Kaufman, Michael J., 1958-  
[Eagan, MN] : West/Thomson Reuters, c2011-  
KF8900 .D43 2013-2014

Blue's guide to jury selection.
Blue, Lisa, 1952- ; Hirschhorn, Robert B.; Bennett, Cathy E.  
KF8976 .B58 2013-2014

Criminal law of Kentucky, annotated.
Cleveland [Ohio] : Banks-Baldwin Law Pub.,/later edition Thomson/West  
KFK1761.A29 K4688 2014

Annual Family Law Seminar.
[Charlottesville, VA] : The Virginia Law Foundation,  
Regional KFV2494.A75 F3 2013 c.1-2

Annual Trusts and Estates Seminar.
[Charlottesville, Va.] : Virginia CLE Virginia Law Foundation,  
Regional KFV2540.A75 T78 2013 c.1-2

Probate handbook.
Brown, Frank O.  
Eagan MN : Thomson/West.  
Regional KFV2544 .B769 2013-2014

Annual Construction Law and Public Contracts Seminar.
[Charlottesville, Va.] : Virginia Law Foundation,  
Regional KFV2555.8.B8 C66 2013 c.1-2

Understanding financial statements.
Norman, John L.  
Regional KFV2614.A23 N67 2013 c.1-2
The good, the bad, the expensive: how to move beyond the basics and practice eDiscovery at an advanced level.
Regional KFV2937.5.E42 G66 2013 c.1-2

The attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine: a practitioner's guide.
Spahn, Thomas E.
Regional KFV2941.3.A77 S633 2013 c.1-2

What are they thinking?: understanding your jurors.
[Charlottesville, Va.]: Virginia CLE, c2013.
Regional KFV2942 .W53 2013 c.1-2

Criminal procedure.
Bacigal, Ronald J.
Eagan, MN: Thomson West, 2003-
Regional KFV2975 .B344 2013-2014

Virginia criminal benchbook for judges and lawyers.
Charlottesville, VA: Michie,
Regional KFV2975 .V57 2013-2014

Pharmacy laws and legislative rules of West Virginia.
KFV1526.5.P4 W47 2013

Art held hostage: the battle over the Barnes collection.
Anderson, John, 1954-
N5220.B28 A53 2013

The Clinch Mountain review.
Richlands, Va.: Southwest Virginia Community College,
Appalachian PS1 .C65 2013

Sycamore row.
Grisham, John.
New York: Doubleday, [2013].
PS3557.R5355 G93 2013

The cove.
Rash, Ron, 1953-
Appalachian PS3568.A698 C68 2012

Trigiani, Adriana.
Appalachian PS3570.R459 S87 2013

Eli the Good.
House, Silas, 1971-
Appalachian PZ7 .H81558 E45 2009
Climate governance in the developing world.
Held, David; Roger, Charles; Nag, Eva-Maria.
QC903.2.D44 C55 2013

Green in gridlock : common goals, common ground, and compromise.
Hansen, Paul, 1952-
College Station : Texas A&M University Press, c2013.
S930 .H36 2013

Prometheus reimagined : technology, environment, and law in the twenty-first century.
Lin, Albert C.
Ann Arbor : The University of Michigan Press, [2013]
T14.5 .L56 2013

Earth repair : a grassroots guide to healing toxic and damaged landscapes.
Darwish, Leila.
TD192.5 .D37 2013

Oil and wilderness in Alaska : natural resources, environmental protection, and national policy dynamics.
Busenberg, George J.
Washington, DC : Georgetown University Press, [2013]
TD195.P4 B88 2013

Corps of Engineers : water resources infrastructure : deterioration, investment or divestment?
TD353 .N38 2013

Down the drain : how we are failing to protect our water resources.
Pentland, Ralph; Wood, Chris, 1953-
TD388 .P46 2013